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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report outlines the important characteristics of ocean gravity waves that must be considered for the completion
of a systematic and structured technical development programme of a wave energy converter (WEC), from initial
concept to prototype sea trials, and on to a full power generation park. Such an organised approach is in accordance
with the overall MaRINET infra-structure philosophy. The key elements of the water waves are described together
with the interaction they produce with a wave energy converter (WEC). Highlighted are the complex features of real
seas that make it difficult to run tests in precise final deployment conditions and lead to the requirement for robust
test plans that can accommodate this variability and uncertainty of the input resource. The flexibility applies for trials
to be conducted in both artificial water tanks, where wave are mechanically generated, and outdoor sites, where
waves are naturally generated, usually by the local or distant wind.
The actual mathematical equations describing the relevant wave parameters are not included in this report since
they can be obtained from any standard oceanographic text book and are covered in MaRINET deliverable D2.9
Standards for Wave Data Analysis, Archival & Presentation.
Other relevant MaRINET deliverables that should be consulted are:





D2.1
D2.12
D2.20
D2.27

Wave Instrumentation Database;
Wave Simulation Methods;
Wind & Wave Simulation;
Wave Instrumentation.

The document is aimed at informing all those interested in wave energy utilisation but in particular individuals who
do not have a marine, maritime or oceanographic background such that they might appreciate the professionalism
required if the test programme is to technically and financially de-risk the development process. Skilled experts
employed by hydraulic test facilities, or sea trial centres, should also be consulted when designing a development
programme or selecting wave conditions. Such groups will already be familiar with the vagaries of ocean waves that
must be accommodated or simulated to produce realistic hydrodynamic excitation forces. Individual test centres
may follow slightly different test procedures but if the wave parameters outlined are accounted for overall results
should be comparable. As described, there are difficulties developing test programmes that will include all the
statistical time domain characteristics of all ocean sea states whilst retaining frequency domain control of the
individual seaway spectra. The discrepancies should not be significant in the general sea state cases and methods of
addressing them are presented for the special cases. The most important requirement is to be aware of the wave
simulation factors that will produce discrepancies between real seas and artificially generated representations and
how theses might affect the results of physical testing.
Some of the most common methods of mechanically producing representative seaways are based on classical,
idealised and smoothed spectral profiles. These rarely, if ever, occur in nature and are the product of averaging
procedures applied to many, more irregular and less defined, measured seaways. This reduction of the randomness
of ocean wave fields must also be considered when estimating the uncertainty associated with wave energy device
performance prediction from sub-prototype scale physical test programmes.
The document is written on a what, why, how format:




What;
Why;
How:

are the ocean wave characteristics important to wave energy device operation;
are these wave parameters relevant to a wave energy device performance;
are the wave characteristics simulated in test tanks and analysed during sea trial programmes.

An internal test programme arranged to investigate some of the wave fidelity factors outlined in the following
document is described in the Appendix.
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1 INTRODUCTION
There are several approaches that can be adopted and adapted for the development of wave energy devices,
from concept to commercialisation. However, there are key issues that must be taken into account no matter
which structured, staged technical development path is to be followed, particularly with regard to the impacting
waves. These issues arise because of two particular complexities affecting a wave energy converter design and
performance at all the testing scales covered by MaRINET. These are:



Ocean waves are compound in nature and irregular in occurrence;
Most wave energy converters are resonant type devices so interaction with impinging waves is usually
a non-linear behaviour that further complicates performance predictions.

These two considerations result in the following key issues the WEC developers must accommodate at all stages
of a device development;










Unless a final deployment site is known and long term, two dimensional wave records are available
across the whole generation park sea surface , it will not be possible to test and evaluate a device in all
actual future deployment conditions;
Most wave energy devices will be expected to operate at several disparate locations around the world
so the first point above will apply at all of them. This will further expand the number of wave conditions
that will be experienced in operation (this is analogous to ship operation);
Even the various full scale test centres being established, especially in European waters, will have
specific, unique wave climates that cannot fully represent all possible global wave power generation
parks;
To accommodate the above resource variability test programmes, including sea trials, must be robust in
nature such that results obtained in any particular wave climate can be confidentially transferred to
other stations, though not all;
Because of all the above variability early wave tank testing can be based on generic, realistic seaways
across a series of selected, appropriate sea states. The type of waves can be tuned to the category of
sea area and water depth a device is designed to operate in, i.e. on-shore (0-10m); in-shore (10-20m);
near-shore (20-100m) and the level of approaching weather exposure of a site (windward fetch). Finally
the form of water basin can be considered, such as large oceans, i.e. Atlantic and Pacific; or restricted
seas, i.e. North Sea, Baltic Sea;

These key issues will be investigated, expanded and explained throughout this document. Since physical
similitude rules allow investigations of wave energy devices at sub-prototype size also presented are the
methods required to represent these excitation conditions at smaller scales in hydraulic test centres where
waves can be supplied on demand and are fully controllable. This conveniently enables the waves to be selected
to suit the test plan. For the larger and full scale sea trial in nature the waves must be accepted as they occur
and therefore a test plan must be constructed to suit the waves.

1.1 WAVES
Water waves represent the transfer of energy through a fluid without the movement of the mass of the liquid.
Rather, the water particles below the surface undulation take a circular path that returns approximately to its
origin for each individual wave. A pressure variation is also created below the surface profile. It is this motion,
or pressure, that is utilised by most wave devices when converting the hydro-kinetic energy into a mechanical
phase prior to a second transfer into an electricity supply (or pumped sea water for desalinisation into fresh
water).
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There can be several different origins for water wave creation in the ocean but the main type considered for
wave energy device development are gravity waves, formed by the passage of wind across the surface, in the
full scale range of 5 to 25 seconds period and of an appropriate height from small, linear profiles up to the finite
breaking limit. These must also be the type generated artificially in test tanks for the smaller scale device
development stages, as specified in the MaRINET protocol defined on the WEB site and associated promotional
literature.
To fully evaluate a WEC a series of wave excitation formats should be adopted that can increase in their
composition complexity as the testing progresses. The early, small (circa 1:50) scale trials, primarily to
understand the basic concepts of a device, will usually be conducted in an artificial wave tank. It is usual to
begin investigations with regular, sinusoidal, single frequency, or monochromatic, waves. These will effectively
never exist in nature but are useful to the research engineer to understand the operation of the WECs.
Following successful initial trials are the medium scale (circa 1:10) tests to ascertain performance in real seas, so
irregular, multi-frequency, or panchromatic, seaways are produced. Due to the physical size of the device large
scale (circa 1:4) and above testing will be at outdoor sites so only irregular seaways will occur for the sea trials
and an adaptable test schedule produced to accommodate the loss of environmental control. Irregular wave
analysis of the results will be similar for internal and external trials but for the latter the occurrences of the
required conditions for a specific test are no longer at the investigators demand.

1.1.1 Monochromatic
The simplest type of water wave considered in wave energy work is the monochromatic, or single frequency,
regular, wave, as shown in Figure 1.1. These water surface undulations can vary in both the period of oscillation
and the amplitude of the surface elevation. It is rare for them to exist in nature but they can be, and are,
produced mechanically in test tanks since they allow for detailed investigations of the operation of wave energy
devices and clearer understanding of the hydrodynamic interactions between the device and the waves. This is
particularly the case since most WECs are resonant devices that respond differently to the period (T seconds) of
excitation caused by the passing waves, and, to a lesser degree, the height (H). The speed, or celerity (C), of
regular waves also varies with the period, increasing as the period increase, as does the distance between two
adjacent crests, the wavelength (λ).

λ

λ: wavelength
a: wave amplitude
z: exponential decay
d: water depth

Figure 1.1: Monochromatic Wave Characteristics
Small amplitude waves are useful, particularly for results comparison with mathematical simulations, since they
remain in the linear theory based on first order wave equations. Large amplitude waves provide a way of
assessing higher order interactions and to check the seaworthiness of the device. Some behaviour patterns,
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especially the coupled motions of a device, may be exaggerated under single frequency excitation but it is useful
to observe these, even if they will not occur so dramatically under multi-frequency excitation. Figure 2.1 shows
large amplitude monochromatic waves in a MaRINET test facility.
A point for the design engineer to be wary of is that key events, or interactions, such as a sharp
resonant response peak, can be missed if the wave period/frequency step (Δt or Δf) is too broad. A
best practice is to conduct monochromatic trials with an iterative procedure that gradually tunes
into prominent, important wave periods

Figure 1.2: Monochromatic Wave

The actual profile of a monochromatic wave depends on the type of generation system and paddle used in the
test facility. With modern feed-back electronics the harmonics of the carrier wave are kept to a minimum but
should be considered during data analysis. If harmonics, or other bound waves are significantly present
unwanted effects may be experienced by resonant devices being excited by such waves.

1.1.2 Panchromatic
As stated above, in nature the ocean surface is usually a complex, irregular undulation pattern, as shown in
Figure 1.3. However, oceanographers have long regarded these uneven contours as composed of the superposition of many single period waves of varying period, amplitude, phase and direction. Even in these multifrequency mixes resonant wave energy devices still respond to the individual periods of excitation, with some
cross-coupling of the motions.

Figure 1.3: Panchromatic Wave Characteristics
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In theory, in real seas, the four wave parameters quoted can vary continuously and randomly, whilst in practice
some physical wave growth restrictions usually apply. A single wind pattern will create a particular combination
of regular waves designated as a particular sea state, the magnitude of which being a function of the wind force
and the distance (fetch) and the duration it blows. The actual amplitude and frequency mix of waves within that
sea state is known as the seaway which can be visually represented by a wave spectrum. The abscissa axis of
such plots is the wave component frequency and the ordinates conventionally the energy density. The area
under the curve is the seaway variance. The absolute value of individual ordinates is a function of the number of
wave components specified, decreasing as the number of components increases, or the frequency step reduces,
since the total area under the curve must remain the same.
Sea states are traditionally regarded as stochastically ergodic and stationary for 20-30 minutes but this can be
longer in calm conditions or shorter under rapidly moving storm systems. The important parameters that
describe real seaways are outlined in Section 2. These must be accommodated for both sea trial tests and to
assist generation in a wave tank. In the former case the importance will be during the analysis stage whilst in the
latter case it is also a factor required for constructing the water surface elevation time series to be created for
device testing.
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2 GLOSSARY & TERMS DEFINITION
Word/Expression

Definition

Linear wave theory
Cross-coupling
Stochastic
Ergodic
Stationary

a solution of the Laplace equation
two, or more, motions interact when excited by an external force
having a random variable
having the same characteristics in time and space
a stochastic process whose joint probability distribution does not change
when shifted in time.
a numerical value used to indicate how widely individuals in a group vary
the measure of a seaway
the general condition of the free surface on a large body of water
a bi-variate table depicting the sea state occurrences at a particular station
the description of the motion of a body relative to the excitation motion
(RAO) the square of a transfer function
the waves approach a body from the bow
a system of dissipating the absorbed power on a WEC
the PTO is fixed so there is no relative motion between WEC bodies
the PTO is open so there is no retardation force between WEC bodies
an enclosed body of water in which wave can be produced
a wide tank in which 2 dimensional wave tests can be accommodated
a narrow tank in which 1 dimensional wave tests can be accommodated
one of the natural resonant frequencies of a system
a 2D table depicting the power performance of a WEC for all sea state
single period, regular waves
Multi-period, irregular seaways

Variance
Sea State
Seaway
Scatter Diagram
Transfer function
Response Amplitude Operator
Head seas
Power Take-Off Damper
PTO Infinite Damping
PTO Zero Damping
Wave Tank
Basin
Flume
Eiganfrequency
Power Matrix
Monochromatic waves
Panchromatic waves

Table 2.1: Wave and Wave Energy Glossary
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3 DEFINING THE WAVE REQUIREMENTS
Wave characterisation can be defined in both the time and frequency domain, and each has a significant role to play
when either analysing measured wave from an external test site or describing those to be generated in an indoor
test tank. Each parameter described below will have an influence on a deployed wave energy converter to a lesser or
greater degree that will depend on the operating physics of the device. The importance of an individual parameter
will become clear as a well-constructed test programme evolves with each wave parameter being introduces
independently as the complexity of the test plan advances.

3.1 A WAVE FIELD
In order to appreciate the type of waves required for the comprehensive testing of wave energy converters it is
important to understand the variability of waves that can occur in different sea locations. In theory these
combinations can be infinitely variable within the physical limits that govern wave hydrodynamics. As stated in
section 1, however, certain general rules can be applied that enable decision making when developing the excitation
component of a device test programme. This requirement is particularly important for sea trials were conditions
must be accepted as they occur naturally, whilst the results must be transferable to other locations.
In test tanks fitted out with a modern wave generation system, including both the software and hardware,
development engineers have the additional ability to create whatever wave field they require. The basic approach is
still to assume a panchromatic seaway is the combination of an unspecified number of monochromatic waves. So,
once the formulation of those regular waves have been identified, or estimated, the wave generation algorithm will
produce an irregular water surface elevation time series that represents the addition of those single period waves.
Figure 3.1 shows an example of just how varied a wave field can be produced with current equipment using the
addition of single period waves. Although unrealistic as an ocean seaway the effect is quite dramatic.

Figure 3.1: Wave Generator Capability (FloWave Tank, Edinburgh)

3.1.1 Time Domain
Time domain analysis is useful when describing ocean waves because it generates single values that summarise
complex signals. However, some important information can be lost in this process which must be respected when
reviewing wave simulation data or a device response in real seas. This type of analysis began with visual descriptions
of the ocean surface. The typical value an observer would record to specify the wave height of a mixed sea was
designated as the Significant Wave Height (Hs). The calculated numbers from both time (H⅓) and frequency (Hm0)
domain analysis techniques produces a definition similar to the significant wave height such that this term is often
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(incorrectly) used to describe an irregular sea wave height produced by either of these signal processing approaches.
See Table 2.1 for the definition of the main wave characteristic terms.
In its simplest monochromatic form an ocean wave can fundamentally be described by the height (H meters) and
period (T seconds) of the surface oscillation. The geographic direction of travel of the wave front (crest) (θ degrees)
can also be useful. Other factors, such as steepness (H/λ), or slope (H/½λ), can be defined from these basic
parameters. Regular wave are fully deterministic so can accurately be defined by a summary of their time history
values.
In the more complex form of a panchromatic seaway the surface profile appears as an irregular undulation that must
be described statistically. Figure 3.2 shows a typical time history for a multi-frequency seaway. There are numerous
ways to simulate, or analyse, this time series but in wave energy studies the common parameters used are shown in
Table3.1. A mathematical definition of these parameters is presented in MaRINET D2.9: Standards for Wave Data
Analysis, Archival and Presentation.

Figure 3.2: Irregular Water Surface Elevation Profile

Wave Parameter

Symbol

Definition

Amplitude

a

Height
Period
Frequency
Significant wave height

H
T
Hz
Hs

Average period
Highest one third height
Highest wave
Average height
Zero crossing period
Maximum period
Average period
Spectral moment height
Peak period
Average spectral period
Energy period
Energy density
Total energy density

H⅓
Hmax
H
Tz
Tmax
Tz
Hm0
Tp
T02
Te
S(ƒ)
m0

Measure from still water to a meter
peak/trough
Measure from a peak to a trough
metre
Measure between two adjacent peaks
second
Inverse of period (1/T)
Hz
Visual estimate of wave height in a metre
seaway
The seaway duration/number of waves
second
he average of the highest ⅓ waves
metre
The maximum adjacent peak to trough
metre
Sum of all waves/number of waves
metre
Average of zero crossing periods
second
Longest period between adjacent peaks
second
From time domain analysis
second
Spectrally derived Hs (4√m0)
metre
Maximum ordinate in spectral plot
second
From frequency domain analysis
second
Equivalent energy period
second
Wave spectral ordinate
m^2/Hz
Integral of the spectrum
m^2

Table 3.1: Table of Important Wave Parameters
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3.1.1.1 Sea State Scatter Diagrams
The summary statistics of a seaway are of practical value when presented as the wave climate of any particular area
of ocean in the form of a sea state bi-variate scatter diagram. These tables present a pair of numbers based on the
statistics of the irregular time history height (Hs) and period (Tp, Te, Tz) in the form of a two dimensional matrix. An
example of a scatter diagram is shown in Figure 3.3. Each element of the scatter diagram contains the percentage of
the number of occurrences of that particular sea state in a specified time frame. That duration can be as required
but usually would have a time base set by weather seasons or a number of years. Experience has shown that to fully
describe the wave climate at a site at least 10 years data is required, as specified in the IEC Technical Specification
600101, Assessing the Wave Climate.
Scatter plots form the basis for establishing the test programme for a wave energy converter at all stages of
development, as described in section 3.2.1. They establish the perimeter of wave conditions that a device will be
exposed to and must, therefore, be represented in test tanks or the extremes a WEC must survive during sea trials.
This latter issue is a key device survival and safety consideration when specifying the test programme at external
sites.
These sea state occurrence diagrams are also of particular merit when used in conjunction with a WEC power matrix
(see section 3.2.2). The two tables can be convoluted to produce the estimated annual energy production from the
product of each table element. This is the standard approach as recommended by IEC Technical Specification
600100; Power Performance Assessment.

Figure 3.3: Sea State Scatter Diagram
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The limiting factor of this approach, and time series analysis of the ocean conditions in general, is the lack of detail
about the individual wave packets that are contained in a single seaway. It should be noted that any spectral profile
of a particular seaway could be present in each scatter diagram element and it might be expected that when several
occurrences are recorded this would indeed be the case. For a more detailed level of information it is typical to
employ spectral analysis techniques to analyse wave data or simulate real sea conditions in a hydraulic laboratory
wave basin.

3.1.2 Frequency Domain
A clearer understanding of irregular wave excitation response of a device can be obtained from harmonic, usually
Fourier, analysis.

As already stated the primary assumption that is applied to the surface elevation record of ocean waves is that
the seaway is the superposition of a large number of sinusoidal waves of variable period, amplitude, direction
and phase, as shown in Figure 3.4. Theoretically these wave parameters can all vary randomly to each other but
in practice the amplitudes in the irregular signal are found to have a Gaussian distribution. As a first
approximation the principle dominant direction of a wave periods is taken as constant and with no energy
spreading but the phase relationship between them is commonly assumed to be random. These factors are
important for both the analysis of seaways measured at external sea trial sites and deciding on the composition
of sea states to be simulated in test tanks. For computational efficiency it is common to specify the sine wave
components as harmonic constituents.

Figure 3.4: Super-position of Sine Waves to Generate an Irregular Signal

The output of the harmonic analysis of a (quasi) random sea surface record is primarily the spectrum which, in
general, holds information regarding the energy distribution within the harmonic components of the irregular
signal. This amplitude, or variance, spectrum can be integrated to provide numerous important quantities of
the initial time series.
As stated in section 1, an ocean seaway is regarded as stochastically linear and stationary which is necessary for
the Fast Fourier Transform method of analysis, or IFFT signal simulation, to work. There are methods of analysis
that can be applied to non-linear and non-stationary systems but they are not covered in this report. Also, there
is a growing interest in adapting the Wavelet transform method to define sea waves since this can provide a
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time varying spectral estimate of the surface record, in the form of a spectrogram. This latter approach is of
interest to researchers studying power take-off control strategies and may, therefore prove import for tank
testing campaigns investigating active control simulators on scaled models.

3.1.2.1 The One Dimensional Spectrum
A real sea is composed of a range of single frequency waves that vary in amplitude, period, direction and phase. In
nature the actual wave mix can vary depending on location (site exposure, water depth etc.) and conditions under
which the seaway was generated (fetch, wind speed, number of wave systems). In order to appreciate the excitation
forces on a wave energy converter created in an irregular wave field the time history of a stable seaway can be
spectrally analysed. This is a mathematical procedure that de-composes the irregular water surface elevation time
history into fixed, harmonic components that can be displayed as the power density spectrum, as shown in Figure
3.5. These diagrams are useful and offer greater understanding of device response than the summary time history
statistics when the single frequency transfer function, or Response Amplitude Operator (RAO) of the device is
known. See Glossary.
The simplest form of the seaway frequency decomposition is the one dimensional power density spectrum. These
are obtained when a non-directional single point record of the sea, or wave tank water surface, undulations are
measured. This means no directional data is available and the assumption is all the energy transfer is along one axis.
This situation can easily be simulated in a wave tank as long crested waves, as shown in Figure 3.6, with the wave
front travelling perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the basin. Such waves can exist in nature, essentially as long
period swell wave, but it would not be common at a typical wave energy generation park.
This level of information on the water waves to be simulated is important to the device development engineer since
it still displays the wave frequency mix that a model is exposed to, as described in sections 2.2, device behaviour &
3.2, tank testing.

Figure 3.6: Long-crested Irregular Waves (Plymouth University)
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Figure 3.5: The Time History, Corresponding One-dimensional Wave Spectrum & Summary Statistics of a Typical Seaway
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3.1.2.2 Directionality
Mean approach direction of the waves refers to the angle at which the predominant wave crests impinges on the
device. The importance of this parameter depends on the type of Wave Energy Converter under test and its
susceptibility to off-head seas. Point absorber type devices will generally be independent of approach angle but since
even this type of WEC has a mooring system that will be affected by this wave parameter it should be considered for
tank testing and monitored at sea trial centres. Figure 3.7 shows how modern segmented paddle type generation
systems can produce waves at an angle to the longitudinal axis without the requirement for rotating the model.
A mean approach direction is still present in short crested seas, see section 2.1.2.3, and should not be
forgotten, or ignored, during wave simulation campaign to investigate scaled model behaviour in test
tanks, or whilst proving larger devices at sea trial centres.

Figure 3.7: Angled Waves (Imperial College, London)

3.1.2.3 Spreading
This phenomenon describes the amount of angular spreading of the energy contained in a seaway and produces a
short crested sea as shown in Figure 3.8. A single peaked 2 dimensional spectrum that would describe such a
seaway, is shown in Figure 3.9. The amount of spreading within a seaway is usually expressed as a cosine
factor,(such as D(θ) = G(s) Cos2(θ-θ0) where θ0 = mean direction) with Cos2 being the maximum amount of spreading
resulting in very short crest lengths and anything above Cos20 being effectively a long crested sea. In these conditions
the energy at the peak wave period is still travelling at the same angle such that the short crests appearing on the
water surface are all progressing in the one direction. Such seas are common when generated under one
predominant wind field.

Figure 3.8: Short-crested Seaway (ECN, Nantes, France)
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The measure of the type of energy spreading found in wind generated seas is shown graphically in Figure 3.10. The
plot compares the energy content (D(θ) on the ordinate axis and the spreading function along the abscess). There is
less public domain information available on typical spreading functions than on generic spectral profiles but a factor
of around Cos8 can be considered typical at monitoring stations where directional measuring instruments have been
deployed.
The spreading function can be important to a solo wave energy converter and influence the device behaviour. To
what degree can depend on the type of WEC so the phenomenon must be investigated in wave simulation studies.
The level of behaviour modification for point absorber type devices could be expected to be minimal in short crested
seas but even for these units how they behave in a two dimensional array will be important. Even though the power
density spectrum is the same at all points across the irregular water surface the time history of the surface elevation
is unique to all spatially separated locations.

Figure 3.9: Single Peak Two-dimensional Spectrum

Figure 3.10: Graphical representation of the Energy Spreading Function
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3.1.2.4 Multiple Wave Systems
When more than one wave system is present at a single location a truly two dimensional sea can be measured, as
shown in Figure 3.11. These are formed when waves created under different storms in diverse parts of the ocean
travel to the same sea area and combine across the water surface. Several monitoring stations, or a wave measuring
instrument with spatial capability, such as a radar system, are required to measure the spatial temporal variability of
multiple wave system. When the water surface elevation is analysed the different seaways can be separated out in
terms of the two dimensional spectra and the approach direction.
Presented as a one dimensional spectrum a multiple wave system would appear as a twin, or more, peaked graph, as
shown in Figure 3.12. If these conditions are encountered during sea trials a directional wave measuring instrument
may be required to fully interpret the device performance and behaviour monitoring campaign results.
For countries with an exposed windward shore, such as the west coast of Ireland, long term measurements have
indicated that multiple wave systems are not of significant importance since even when they do occur there is
usually a dominant seaway from which a device is extracting the energy. It is often in low energy seas occurring in
the summer months that more than two wave systems are present. At sites around islands located off-shore, such as
Hawai’i, multiple, and certainly twin, spectral seas are common, as shown in the directional plot Figure 3.13. Even at
stations such as Hawai’i, however, the multiple wave systems tend to be more predominant off-shore and outside
the initial sea zone where wave energy parks may be established. However, the remnants of these independent
storms can pass through a deployment site so care must be taken during analysis to ensure the resource variability
problem highlighted in section 1 will be avoided.

Figure 3.11: Multiple Wave System Seaways

Figure 3.12: Twin Peaked Spectrum for Two Wave Systems
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Figure 3.13: Polar Plot of Two Wave Systems (A & C) Destined for the Same Location, B

3.1.3 Generic Seaways
Each individual, stationary ocean surface elevation time history (typically of 30 minutes duration) can be composed
of any combination of wave periods and heights which, when analysed, produce unique spectral profiles. When the
ordinates of a number of such spectral density plots are averaged they produce profiles that can be ascribed as
generic, or standard, definitions and for which describing equations have been produced. Three examples of these
established seaways are listed below and shown in Figure 3.14. See Glossary for definitions of the spectra:




Pierson-Moskowitz; a single variable fully developed wind sea; appropriate for deep, open water, exposed
sea zones;
Bretschneider; a two variable description of the above; appropriate for near-shore sea zones;
JONSWAP; a four variable description of the P-M; appropriate for confined, fetch limited sea basins.

Mathematical definitions for these spectra are:
The Pierson–Moskowitz spectral equation;

The Bretschneider spectral equation:

The JONSWAP spectral equation; [Joint North Sea Wave Observation Project]

When the key variables of these standard spectral shapes are set to default values all the energy density ordinates
are the same such that the spectral profiles correspond. However, the reason more than one standard spectral
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definition is available is that it allows the amplitude of the component wave frequencies to be altered. Since a P-M
spectrum has just one variable only a fixed set of sea states, approximately corresponding to the diagonal on a
scatter diagram, can be generated. These are regarded as fully developed seas for open ocean conditions. The
Bretschneider spectrum is a two variable equation based on a P-M but can be adjusted to achieve all sea states on a
scatter table. The JONSWAP is a four variable adaptation of a P-M that enables the spectral profile to be narrowed
and/or made more peaky. This equation suites limit fetch locations such as the North Sea, where it was developed
by Hasselman et al.
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Figure 3.14: Pierson-Moskowitz, Bretschneider & JONSWAP Spectral Profiles.

An example of the procedure for generating a standard spectrum from the seemingly random occurs of individual
seaways is shown in Figure 3.15. The grey lines represent each separate seaway. The two black lines represent the
upper and lower bounds of the total number of instantaneous spectra measured. The blue line traces the average
spectra representing all the individual records. The red graph line represents an equivalent Bretschneider profile
which has the same summary statistics as the average spectrum. As can be seen, in this instance the standard
spectra represents nature quite accurately.

Figure 3.15: Measured Spectra & the Averaged Equivalent

These typical, generic seaways can be utilised in tank testing programmes as standard excitation conditions against
which device responses can be evaluated and compared. This wave spectra averaging technique is not available
during sea trials since the seaways must be accepted as they occur so the device response must be average instead,
as described in section 3.4.
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3.2 DEVICE BEHAVIOUR
The following sections outline why the above wave characteristics are important with regards to a typical wave
energy converter behaviour and performance and, in particular, highlighting how not appreciating them may mislead
in specific situations. Figure 3.16 shows how the results of a trial can be misinterpreted if all the wave data details
are not available and only basic summary time series statistics are used. The upper bar chart shows the empirical
power extraction of a device in three seaways that have the same integrated period (Tz) and wave height (Hs), i.e.
they would occupy the same element on a bi-variate scatter diagram. It can be observed that the power varies
considerably, from slightly over the reference value at 118% to a much lower yield at only 5%. This situation would
be difficult to explain if the wave data was not forensically investigated further, and was, in fact, originally assumed a
wave direction factor. The three lower graph show the spectra associated with each of the highlighted seaways, and
as can be seen, they offer significantly different profiles. Overlaid on the plots is the corresponding reference
Bretschneider spectrum, which had initially been selected for the tank trials because the peak period coincided with
that of the power transfer function of the device under test. For the 99% result it can be seen that the reference and
actual spectra are very similar so a compatible power conversion is expected. For the 118% it can be seen that the
actual spectra has a higher set of ordinates around the peak which produces the slightly higher power conversion
rate. However, for the 5% it can be seen that a twin peak spectrum was present, probably due to two different wave
systems occurring at the measuring station, which presented no excitation force at the wave periods from which the
device extracted power, and hence the reduced output.

Figure 3.16: Variation in Device Power Absorption Relative to Spectral Profiles

This situation probably represents an extreme example of the interpretation problem but does
highlight two aspects the wave descriptions that must be considered if a full understanding of a
device performance is to be available:

Firstly, the danger of using only the statistical summary of an irregular seaway
to interpret, or predict, a device performance. This situation would be alleviated
somewhat if more wave integrated criteria were used, such as a second time series
temporal descriptor, i.e. the energy period of the seaway (Te), spectral width etc.
However, it is important when comparing a device power matrix with the corresponding
sea state scatter diagram, or indeed predicting the annual energy production from these
two parameters, that knowledge of the spectral composition of all the sea states at a site
are available.
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Secondly, the example shows how linked a device performance can be to the
wave period mix, manifest as the spectral profile, in an irregular seaway. This point is
covered below.

3.2.1 Resonant Motions
At present there is a large array of different concepts for the operation of a wave energy converter. However, the
basic physics behind the majority of devices [but not all] is that they are composed of two inertial masses that do not
naturally move with the same motions when excited by the impinging waves. These mismatched body motions
provide the primary conversion phase of the wave energy into usable mechanical work. By positioning a power takeoff (PTO) damper unit between the two masses that physically links, and can restrain, them it becomes possible to
have a secondary energy extraction system that can convert the coupled motions into electricity. Figure 3.17 shows
the independent plots of the heave motion of two surface piercing buoys with very different wave response
characteristics, that is, when there is zero damping. Also, shown on the graph is the motion of the system when the
twin floats are locked together, that is, infinitely damped. At a motion inhibiting setting between these two extremes
the force and velocity product created in the PTO determines who much of the wave energy can be converted into a
usable form. Optimising this PTO damping is a key issue in all wave energy converter investigations and physical
model testing campaigns.
The actual power take-off configurations relative to the coloured graph lines are as follows:







Light green;
Dark green;
Dark blue;
Light blue;
Black;
Red;

solo hull 1;
linked hulls @ zero damping;
solo hull 2;
linked hulls @ zero damping;
linked hulls @ infinite damping (locked PTO);
Relative hull motion @ zero damping;

By selecting one, or more, power take-off restraining setting (β) between the zero and infinite damping range the
optimal wave power absorption of the device can be achieved. When investigating these device design options an
appreciation of the excitation wave simulation is essential, especially to understand the behaviour in panchromatic
conditions.
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Figure 3.17: Independent and Coupled Motion of a Two Bodied WEC
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For certain devices, such as fixed, bottom standing oscillating water columns, the static caisson becomes the
reference body against which the water column reacts, but the principal remains the same. However, since most
recently introduced concepts are buoyant, floating devices the relative power capture motion is between two
mobile hulls.
The performance of the wave energy converter can, therefore, be enhanced by maximising the relative motions
between two, or more, bodies in two ways. Firstly the magnitude of the motion at any particular wave period should
be different to create the relative motion between them. This need not necessarily be a resonance phenomenon but
could be created by one body’s motion being hydro-dynamically, or physically, constrained, such as with a damping
plate, or a mooring. A more sophisticated approach that makes elegant use of the different wave excitation periods
is to design the system such that the body motions are out of phase with each other, as shown in Figure 3.18 by the
Body & Piston oscillations. When combined the PTO extension curve depicted by the Green line results. In this
example the phase shift between the two bodies is only a few degrees but this still results in a power line. Obviously
the wider this phase shift in the signal can become the greater the power absorption capability of the device will be,
up to the ideal of 180. A combination of the amplitude of motion of the two bodies and the phase between them will
result in an optimised energy absorption characteristic of a wave energy converter. The results shown in Figure 3.18
are for monochromatic wave excitation.

Figure 3.18: Relative Motion between Two Bodies by Phase Shift

A phase shift may also be produced if the two bodies are physically separated such that they are excited by different
parts of the water surface elevation profile, such as would be the case with an attenuator type WEC.
The effect for resonant excitation in irregular waves, be they naturally occurring or mechanically simulated, is shown
in Figure 3.19. The graphs show the power extraction characteristics of a resonant type wave energy converter when
exposed to increasing peak period (Tp) seaways of a Bretschneider form. The blue graph line represents the wave
spectrum and the red line the device power extraction. The seaways increase in peak period from left to right and
from top to bottom. It can readily be noted that the maximum power spectrum ordinate does not follow the peak
wave period but rather remains close to the device natural period of oscillation.
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Figure 3.19: Device Power Spectrum relative to the Wave Spectrum

Without a detailed knowledge of the wave field with which to compare the device power output frequency response
it would not be possible to evaluate at what point in a real sea the unit is operational. Based on this type of data an
exacting test plan for either tank tests or sea trials can be constructed.

3.2.2 Array Testing
Simulating actual, measured water surface elevations over a spatial area to conduct device array trials can be a
challenging task in a hydraulic wave tank and difficult to measure at a sea trial site.

3.2.2.1 Tank Tests
There are two types of array that are investigated in tank tests:



WECs moored independently with a specified distance (>5 diameters) between adjacent devices; as shown
in Figure 3.20;
Individual converters that are clustered together (< 2 diameters) on a single mooring, or frame, as in Figure
3.21.

Whichever system is under investigation the same wave field spatial variations must be accounted for.

Figure 3.20: A WEC Array
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Figure 3.21: A WEC Cluster

Wave energy converter array tests can only successfully be conducted in wave basins of a reasonable width relative
to the wavelengths being produced. However, even in such tanks contamination of the wave field leads to variations
from the required pattern in the water surface elevation along both the longitudinal and the transverse axis. This
aspect of tank usage is well described in MaRINET deliverable D2.12, Collation of Wave Simulation Methods.
There are several sources of the corruption of the wave field but all are a product of the tank containment walls.
Primary sources of the irregularities are:







Reflections from the downstream energy absorption beach;
Direct radiated waves from the devices;
Indirect reflected radiated waves from the models;
Recirculation currents due to wave mass transport;
Transverse standing waves;
Initial wave distortion due to generation by a ridged paddle.

There is not a physical solution to separating the wave components so the only way to accommodate differences is
to account for the variations during the analysis, which requires multiple wave measuring stations.

3.2.2.2 Sea Trials
Similar wave field accountability is required during the outdoor test stages of wave energy converter arrays, be they
independent devices or attached clusters, as shown in Figure 3.22.

Figure 3.22: A WEC Array at a Sea Trial Site
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In this instance the two key considerations are:



Natural variability of the water surface elevation due to energy spreading or multiple wave systems;
Direct radiated waves from each devices;

Even when directional wave buoys are deployed it will not be possible to reconstitute the wave time history for all
points within the array perimeter. In general this inaccuracy need not be regarded as a fundamental barrier but if
the individual devices have a form of active power take-off control the issue of monitoring the excitation can
become important. Limited studies have been conducted on this matter since few WEC arrays have been deployed
at sea. One proposed solution has been to measure the required parameters instantaneously on each individual
device in the array.
It is anticipated that further work will be required to clarify the situation of spatial monitoring as more external site
multiple device trials are conducted. The computational requirements for multiple point sensors if quite demanding
so radar is being investigated as a monitoring system that provides a spatial chart of the sea area and has been
deployed at some of the European wave energy test centres, such as the array testing centre, the Wave Hub in
Cornwall, the large scale test centre in Galway Bay and the solo prototype test centre, EMEC, in Scotland..
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4 APPLICATION IN WAVE ENERGY
4.1 SCALING FOR FIDELITY
Wave energy device development can take advantage of the fact that important physical properties of both the
device and the waves can be accurately scaled such that sub prototype size models can be employed for the
hydrodynamic testing of a device, as recommended in the 5 stage MaRINET procedures. This approach helps de-risk
what is inevitably a long and expensive development process in that the various design and technical issues can be
investigated at the appropriate scale and level of financial commitment.
The principal scaling laws to follow during wave energy testing are based on Froude similitude, which is based on the
ratio of inertial forces to gravity (Fi & Fg). This means waves must be scaled both temporally and spatially
(geometrically), that is, the wave period (√λ) and wave height (λ). For wave tank generation systems this is a straight
forward procedure but becomes more important at sub-prototype sea trial centres. At some benign wave sites, the
heights of the waves are usually restricted but often the period remains at full scale. Care in the selection for such
sites is essential, as described below.
In enclosed tanks the procedure for scaling the waves is reasonably straight forward for deep water but as the wave
enters intermediate depths and then shallow water the sea bed/tank bottom may have to be considered. It is not
uncommon to have to scale the model to a specific site bathymetry and topography (especially on-shore devices) to
ensure the WEC is exposed to the correct mix of waves. Deep water waves can still be the principle source of the
model wave data and then the natural shoaling processes convert the waves as required for the model test. In such
cases it will be important to have actual wave records to verify the processes have been correctly modelled.
Not all physical properties that will be present in a series of wave device tests do conform to Froude laws of
similitude. There is often no method of correcting this so the practical solution recommended by MaRINET is the
stepped, structured approach of an increasing scale and model size that should reduce, or highlight, any scaling
errors as the size increases. This system can also be transmitted to the wave regime requirements such that at the
early small scales, monochromatic and a limited number of panchromatic seas can be utilised. As the testing
advances in size and complexity site specific seaways can be introduced to investigate a device’s sensitivity to all the
possible wave field variations it may have to operate in. Once the model reaches outdoor deployment status the
waves must be accepted as they occur so a robust test plan to accommodate this is required, together with accurate
measurement and analysis of the occurring waves.

4.2 TANK TESTING
The advantage of tank testing with respect to waves is that they can be selected and produced on demand by the
investigator. The waves can, therefore, be adjusted to suit the test programme rather than the other way round. The
disadvantage of an enclosed tank is that there is inevitably some contamination of the wave field caused by the
retaining walls, or the dimensions, of the tank itself. Guidelines for the correct use of a tank are presented in
MaRINET deliverable D2.12; Collation of Wave Simulation Methods. This report also covers the different types of
wave tanks and wave generating systems that are available to the device developer. In essence, from the wave field
perspective, there are two main categories; the narrow flumes and the wide basins, as shown in Figures 4.1 & 4.2
respectively. In the former type of tank only long crested, non-directional waves can be produced whilst in the latter
fully two dimensional seas with a selected energy spreading function are possible.
Much of an early test programme involves monochromatic waves or long crested panchromatic seas which can
readily be achieved in a narrow flume. Care is required to ensure the blockage of the flume by the model is not too
great as this would affect the test results. In particular the influence of reflected radiated waves from the tank wall
must be considered. A basic principle of flume testing is that the model represents a line array of devices with a
separation equivalent to the flume width.
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Before concluding the MaRINET Stages 1 & 2 it will be essential that some trials are conducted in an ocean basin
type tank such that all the wave field characteristics described in section 2 can be included in the test programme
and their influence on the device behaviour established. A modern segmented paddle wave generating system will
also be required to introduce all the wave dynamics of short crested, realistic seaways together with the regular and
irregular long crested waves.

Figure 4.1: A Wave Flume

Figure 4.2: A Wave Basin

4.2.1 Real sea limitations
Although more representative of a real sea the short crested conditions are usually produced by wave
paddles located along only one wall and as such still represent a single wave system. To generate multimodal seas wave paddle banks are required to be angle to each other, such as along two adjacent walls,
as shown in Figure 4.3. Only a few hydraulic test centres have this advanced wave generation facility so
in general it is unlikely that the WEC will be exposed to such wave conditions during the development
programme. However, analysis of wave fields measured at typical, windward, nearshore (25-100m
water depth) locations indicate that multi modal seas tend to only be discernible in low energy sea
states. As the waves amplify one seaway tends to dominate the twin peak nature of the conditions.
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However, this limitation in the testing programme of a WEC should be noted and added to the
uncertainty analysis of the process.

Figure 4.3: Multi-modal Sea Paddles

4.2.2 Wind and current
Ocean surface gravity wave fields are also influenced by localised wind and current at any particular location. The
WEC developer must evaluate the importance of these parameters when constructing the test plan. Some devices,
such as the flap type WECs as shown in Figure 4.4, may be significantly influenced by near shore tidal streams so
some tests in simulated flow may be required. Others, particularly those proposed to incorporate a wind turbine, will
be influenced by the wind. Not all available test centres can offer one, or both, of these environmental inputs but it
can be noted that the forces imposed by both water currents and wind flows can partly be simulated by springs,
offset masses or similar static loads.

Figure 4.4: A Flap Type Device under Wave Testing

Both of local wind and current will also influence the wave field and change the profiles of the oncoming seas. If this
change is deemed important then a facility that can impose the forces dynamically will be required. In such facilities
the level of turbulence created in the flow must be specified. . This is described in more details in the Marinet
deliverable D2.11, Wind and wave simulation

4.2.3 Developing a test programme
As stated previously in section 1.1 the type of waves required at any particular time will depend on the stage of the
device test programme. These will begin with monochromatic waves in Stage 1 and advance through to site specific
seaways for Stage 2 and eventually natural, but still site specific, seaways at the outdoor sea trial centres of Stage 3
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and beyond. The test programme developed for each stage will reflect this requirement but the waves should form
the foundation variable for all test schedules. An example of a test plan is shown in Figure 4.5. Note that the wave
options form the base line of the flow diagram.

Figure 4.5: A WEC Stage 1 Test Plan

For test tank studies, where the waves can be produced on demand, a flow diagram of a test programme, similar to
the one shown, allows the investigator to fully evaluate the time required to run all the individual tests and ensure
no important variable is overlooked. Since the time to conduct individual test runs for either monochromatic waves,
or panchromatic seas, is known the development engineer can calculate the durations of all the plans branches to
ensure all tests can be completed in the available time slot at the hydraulic facility. Alternatively, the flow diagram
enables the programme to be selectively trimmed, if necessary, based on the wave simulation requirements.

4.2.3.1 Monochromatic Waves
For regular wave tests a range of periods that encapsulates all possible device behaviour responses must be
included. Longer period secondary responses, such as the mooring natural periods of oscillation, should not be
forgotten. A sufficiently small time step between wave periods should also be selected, though the iterative process
recommended earlier can ensure the number of individual wave runs does not become unmanageable. It is
essential, however, to ensure there are common wave condition overlaps between different device configurations so
results can be compared. The number of wave cycles required is a function of:




the time required for dynamic equilibrium of the wave field to become established, including all reflected
components;
the time required for the device behaviour to stabilise.
the actual test duration. Commonly this is in the region of 50 to 100 waves.
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With modern wave makers regular wave runs can often be generated using a built in real time digital function
generator. This reduces test preparation time and should enable the wave runs to be decreased since the height can
be increased between trial runs. More importantly, however, the excitation frequency iterative testing technique
highlighted previously can be easily accommodated.
As stated earlier the recommended approach for monochromatic wave tests is to base them on linear and finite
amplitude settings. Within this range it is usual for Centres to run either iso-height, or constant steepness, waves to
across the full excitation frequency range to aid in the analysis of the resulting device behaviour.

4.2.3.2 Panchromatic Waves
Once the type of spectral profile(s) has been selected a unique time series of the water surface elevation
representation of that sea state can be generated, as described in section 5. The duration of the seaway will be a
function of the type, or purpose, of the test being conducted but will commonly be based on one of the following
two approaches:



For power production; seaways equivalent to the accepted 20-30 minute stationary condition found in
nature. The number of waves contained in these time series will depend on the peak period of the particular
sea state but should be in the range of 100 - 300
For hull seaworthiness/survival; will be based on a typical scaled version of a 3 hour storm. The size of the
waves will depend on the test tank facility wave generation capability and scale of the model, rather than
oceanographic constrains. Since the worst case loading scenarios will probably be unknown at this stage of
testing a selection of maximum, steep seas following the wave breaking criteria should be selected. Such
seaways appear between the RED 1/10 & GREEN 1/20 lines in the sea state table Figure 4.6.

4.2.3.3 Sea State selection
There is no established number of sea states that should be run to ensure all contingencies of the device
performance have been covered. However, in order to generate a reliable complete device power matrix from
limited measured set points MaRINET recommends a minimum of 15 seaways spread across a typical scatter
diagram as a starting point, as shown in Figure 4.6. These can, in theory, be randomly selected, or chosen to cover
the production and survival conditions. As suggested in the diagram, they can be chosen to cover iso-period and
height contours to assist in the extrapolation and interpolation of the results to fill the empty diagram elements. By
this approach an empirical device power matrix can be formed which should be independent of originally selected
scatter diagram elements, but not the spectrum assigned to those seaways. This enables the device developer to be
able to compare results from a device obtained at different test centres. Various spectral distributions may also be
chosen to evaluate the device sensitivity to the wave frequency composition of the seaways.
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Figure 4.6: Suggested Sea States for WEC Testing Based on a Wave Scatter Diagram
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4.3 SEA TRIALS
Once the sea trial device development stage in reached the amount of control the engineer has on the occurring
wave fields is reduced to a minimum of selecting the naturally occurring sea states of interest. However, if the
structured test programme has been followed correctly and the stage gate criteria achieved at the conclusion of
each previous scale the number of device design variables should have been reduced to a minimum and primarily
evolve around the power take-off settings and control algorithms to be verified. The overall MaRINET philosophy
being that a test tank is a place to experiment on a device whilst the sea is the place to prove the designs selected
from those tests.

4.3.1 Selecting a Stage 3 Site
The full requirements for a sub-prototype scale (circa quarter scale) test site are outlined in the International Energy
Agency ~ Ocean Energy System document; Guidelines for the Development & Testing of Wave Energy Systems. The
actual scale for the site will be a variable depending on what the monitored wave climate, and to a lesser degree the
water depth, are to represent at full scale. This can be decided by obtaining the factor by which the two sites sea
state scatter diagrams must be adjusted for them to be comparable, as shown in Figure 4.7. For example, if a full
scale deployment site has a maximum Tz of 16 seconds and the large scale site has a Tz of 8 seconds the scale (λ)
would be a quarter (1:4) (since time is scaled with the square root of the scaling factor).

Figure 4.7: Comparison of Full & Quarter Scale Test Site Wave Data

From a device perspective the scale rule-of-thumb should be that the unit is of a size that is sufficient for the model
to be fully operational, including the production of electricity. This requires the inclusion of a working power takeoff, electrical generator and downstream power quality control. The PTO will no longer be a simulator, or energy
dissipation mechanism.
Besides being much less expensive to conduct proving sea trials at this scale the waves to operate in are considerably
reduce in magnitude such that sea based operations are less demanding on equipment and personnel. The
deployment site can also be closer to shore in a sheltered location such as that shown in Figure 4.8 where Galway
Bay in Ireland is sheltered from the main North Atlantic conditions by the Aran Islands.
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Figure 4.8: A Large Scale Sea Trial Site (Galway Bay, Ireland)

4.3.2 Accommodating the Wave Climate at Test Centres
As stated earlier in the report, the wave occurance at an external sea trial site is a natural process over which the
research engineer has no control. For the trials to be successful, therefore, the test plan must be constructed in such
a way as to accommodate this random unpredictability and the wave monitoring programme arranged to enable
sufficient details of the wave characteristics to be obtained continuously. Were tank trials are usually completed in a
few weeks, sea trials may require several months to include one year large wave conditions.
The actual test plan required for the sea trials will remain the same format as that for tank testing in that each
device design variable/PTO setting to be evaluated must be run in a series of sea states, including repeats. However,
unlike the controllable generation where a specific set of irregular seaways can be run the sea trials must take one,
or a combination, of two approaches:



Deployment time must be sufficiently long that a statistical significant set of results for a number of seaway
are monitored;
Extrapolation and interpolation of results from random scatter diagram element are accrued, as described in
EquiMar report, 4.2. Data Analysis & Presentation To Quantify Uncertainty

It will still be essential that the results can be evaluated against the seaway spectrum so a calibrated wave measuring
instrument must be deployed close to the WEC, but at a station unaffected by the presence of the WEC. There can
be two techniques employed to ensure the correct combination of data is generated during the sea trials:



A device configuration and its PTO setting are fixed for a specified time and data gathered against whatever
sea states occur in that period;
A wave forecasting system is engaged to predict when a specific set of sea conditions should be present such
that the device settings are remotely selected to suit the prevailing waves. All the studied parameters must
be remotely controlled in order to be adjustable within required seaway duration.

This latter approach can be based on one of the regional wave forecasting programs that now routinely predict the
wave conditions along a countries coastline. The accuracy of the computer simulation package should be verified
prior to its inclusion in the test plan but experience has indicated that if the test site is not too complex a
hydrography and the bathymetry reasonably plain these predictions can be acceptably accurate for the next 24
hours and beyond. It must be emphasised, however, that this is a site specific conclusion.

4.3.3 Selecting a full scale prototype site
The MaRINET best practice recommendation for full scale prototype testing of wave energy devices is that,
whenever possible and practical, an established Centre is used for preliminary solo device sea trials. At such
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locations there should be an extensive library of wave measurement and classification of the occurring sea states to
assist the engineering team draw up the test plan.
Since at any particular site a specific set of seaways will be encountered the monitoring of the wave energy
converter should follow the procedures set out in the IEC TC 114 Technical Specification 62600-100; Power
Performance Assessment. This Technical Specification (TS) details the procedures a device developer should follow
in equating the device performance and output to the encountered waves.
As stated earlier in this report, even prototype sea trial results are still specific to actual test site but a wave energy
project developer can refer to IEC TC114 Technical Specification 62600-102; Wave Energy Converter Power
Performance Assessment at a Second Location using Measured Assessment Data, for the internationally recognised
method of transferring any set of sea trial data to another site where the prevailing sea states and seaway formats
are known. This enables the annual energy production to be assessed at all sites such that the project developer can
conduct a full economic evaluation of the proposed generation park.

4.4 OPTIMISED ANALYSIS
There will be a considerable archive of measured data generated during the progress of the development of a device
through the 5 MaRINET scale stages. To be able to fully evaluate and compare the different scale results a detailed
record of the wave simulation must also be available. As specified in the previous section the most successful way to
achieve this verification is when the device response can be evaluated independently from the prevailing wave
conditions. Two of the most important parameters monitored under wave excitation are the device motions and the
power absorbed which can both be made independent of the excitation waves via the Response Amplitude Operator
(RAO) analysis.

4.4.1 Response Amplitude Operator (RAO)
RAO plots show the response of a device parameter to wave excitation forces. These graphs are often produced
from monochromatic wave stimulation but Fourier analysis techniques can also be employed for results in
panchromatic seas. An example of a motion RAO is shown in Figure 4.9. Once this response transfer function is
obtained it can be applied to any seaway characteristics to produce the response prediction for that spectrum. This
approach has been applied by the Naval Architects profession for many years in the prediction of ship motions for
any of the world ocean’s conditions, without having to expose the vessel to every possibility.

Figure 4.9 A Typical Device Motion RAO, with Resonance Close to 1 second
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An important consideration to this spectral approach is that more than one graph line can be generated from
physical testing depending on the height of the excitation waves and the proximity of the wave frequency to the
natural period of the device. The amplitude of the RAO peak is governed by the viscous losses caused by the motion
of the device trough the water. Theoretically this value is a function of the motion velocity cubed whilst in physical
models it is primarily controlled by vortex shedding from the wet edges of the model. These factors often lead to
over predicted peaks from mathematical models and under predicted peaks from poorly manufactured physical
models. The range of the RAOs generated in monochromatic waves can, therefore, be pessimistic whist incorrectly
calibrated maths models will be optimistic. This technique of energy prediction must, therefore, be regarded as an
averaging process, although the RAO range analysed from irregular excitation is less varied than the regular wave
results

4.4.2 Power Matrix
The RAO approach can equally be applied to the power output characteristics of a wave energy converter. This
allows the device developer to obtain power absorption characteristics results from the standard spectra used in
early stage (1 & 2) tank test experiments, or the later sea trial centres, and be able to generate a power matrix for
the device for any possible energy park location providing the wave spectra are known.
The empirical power matrix, as shown in Figure 4.10 can then be used in association with the proposed deployment
site wave scatter diagram to assess the annual energy production of a solo, or array of, wave energy devices at that
location.
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Figure 4.10: A WEC Power Matrix

An alternative method for calculating the annual energy from a site can be used if sufficient records of a number of
sea states are available for a selection of power matrix elements. These can then be averaged to reduce the effect of
the spectral shape variability. It is essential that a statistically representative sample of measurements is available. A
method based on this approach is specified as an alternate annual energy prediction in IEC TC 114 Technical
Specification 62600-100; Power Performance Assessment.
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5 WAVE GENERATION TECHNIQUES
An excellent classification of the different approaches to laboratory wave generation methods was published by
Funke & Mansard in 1987. There are many later papers discussing the statistical properties of ocean waves,
particularly in the extreme cases, but this book explains the numerical techniques to synthesise the irregular
command signal that drives the wave machines by:




Mechanical and electrical harmonic and non-harmonic synthesisers;
Filtered white noise and pseudo random noise generators;
Fourier transform generation.

Today the actual mathematics and algorithms behind the production of the water surface elevation time series is
accounted for by the companies who manufacture wave generation systems, either in the hardware, or the
software, or usually both. The role of the wave tank operators is now concentrated on understanding just what the
installed system is capable of and the type of seaways that can be generated to suit specific test series, such as
device operation waves, production seas or survival storms. To make full use of the powerful generation systems
now available operators must appreciate the strengths and the weaknesses and how to utilise them, since most
current wave making software is capable of producing seaways with all the characteristics defined in Section 2 of this
report.
It is assumed that the test facility will have previously defined the paddle transfer function which is required to
calibrate the synthesized command signal. Certain generation techniques accommodate incorporating the transfer
functions better than others. The paddle transfer function is the relationship between the programed waves and the
actual waves created in the tank. This relationship is a function of both the wave period and amplitude for most
generation systems so should be specified during the initial tank commissioning phase. It should not change over the
lifetime of the system but should be verified occasionally.
In previous sections the wave simulation descriptions have included those required at artificial, internal or external
test tanks and those occurring naturally at outdoor sea trial sites. This section concentrates on the main techniques
used to mechanically create gravity waves in enclosed tanks. The different formats of the tanks and the types of
wave generation paddles are explained in MaRINET deliverable D2.12, Collation of Wave Simulation Methods.

5.1 REGULAR WAVE GENERATION OPTIONS
Single frequency sine waves can be produced in two ways. See MaRINET report D2.12
for a full technical description of the equipment required;



,Wave Simulation Methods;

The paddle(s) are driven directly from a variable speed electric motor which includes a system to change the
throw of the mechanical link between the motor and the paddle to change the wave height;
Via a command signal that carries the wave specification to the drive motor of the paddles, which are usually
hydraulic or mechanical systems. The signals may be;
o Created in real time from a digital function generator;
o Pre-programmed and downloaded from a storage medium as required.

Whichever method is used the wave specification is based on the period, amplitude (height) and angular direction.
The quality of waves produced in the tank is a combination of the fidelity of the original time history signal and the
capabilities of the generation mechanism. Simple control systems will produce waves with higher harmonic
constituents, as shown in Figure 5.1. The carrier wave can be seen at a period of 0.7 seconds together with a small
higher harmonic. The graph line also shows the energy leakage that occurs around the generated wave in that the
plot line exhibits the familiar triangular profile, rather than a thin rectangle. This effect could be a function of the
creation of the wave or the analysis of the measured signal.
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Figure 5.1: Monochromatic Wave Spectrum
[s] showing a Higher Harmonic Component

5.1.1 Wave Absorption
To produce high quality wave an important requirement of the generation system is a signal feedback capability that
senses the reflected and radiated waves that occur in all tanks and impact on the paddles. If they cannot be removed
they will re-reflect down the tank and constantly increase the operator requested incident wave, as shown in Figure
5.2. The requirement is that these spurious waves are automatically measured close to, or at, the paddle(s) such that
the activation signal can be modified to ensure the final motion of the paddle(s) is a combination of the two signals
that equates to the required wave height. This reflected wave compensation is also essential during irregular wave
production.

Figure 5.2: Increase in Wave Height if no Reflected Wave Absorption

5.2 IRREGULAR WAVE GENERATION OPTIONS
There are several methods based on two fundamental approaches to irregular wave signal simulation, one set
created in the frequency domain and the others in the time domain. Both originate from a seaway spectral
description but the former is synthesised from the summation (or superposition) of sine waves (SSW) taken directly
from the spectrum (see section 5.3) whilst the latter is generated by filtered white noise, or similar (see section 5.4).
This in turn means the frequency domain method is based on a discrete power density spectrum whilst the filtered
methods form a continuous spectral profile.
The summation of sine waves can be a deterministic approach, were the target spectral density ordinates are
accurately reproduced, or non-deterministic/probabilistic, when the individual spectral ordinates are only
approximated (see Funke & Mansard). The classification depends on the method adopted and how the spectral
density ordinates are specified. Several approaches are available; such as the equal amplitude method which
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dictates a variable frequency step; the constant energy approach with a random distribution of frequencies or
random amplitude and frequency method. In all cases the phase of the component, monochromatic waves is
random. The SSW approach may also be sub-divided into harmonic and non-harmonic techniques. The most
common process of applying the harmonic ordinate approach is by the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform. Two specific
FFT techniques allow this harmonic method to be either a deterministic or probabilistic approach, as outlined in
section 5.3.
When the wave paddle command signal is generated in the time domain it is produced directly by filtering an evenly
distributed energy spectrum such that the resulting wave trains will only match the originating spectra
probabilistically for short term runs. As the time series duration increases the spectrum becomes deterministic.
Filters are constructed to match each specified wave spectrum profile but the time history produced is unique to
infinity. However, there are digital filtering techniques where the resulting time history can be deterministic as
outlined in section 5.4.
The arguments between the various approaches is that the harmonic methods dictate fixed wave frequency steps
which, of course, is not a true situation occurring in nature. The wave frequencies are harmonics of the primary
frequency and investigations have shown that this combination does not reproduce wave train combinations
accurately and that rare events within the time series may be missed. This is particularly the case for narrow banded
wave spectra where wave groups are more prevalent. The method is, however, controllable by the investigator and
the repeatable nature of the spectral ordinates allows device behaviour to the corresponding wave spectrum test
results to be compared directly. The time history signal is also always generated with high fidelity. This signal
replication can, of course, be accommodated for the non-harmonic and time domain methods if the signal is prerecorded rather than being actively generated. Extensive investigations, including some by Funke & Mansard,
comparing the synthesis techniques against 16 basic wave parameters obtained from frequency and time domain
analysis of real wave systems, showed that most methods within the spectral or time approach produced acceptable
results outside of the extreme sea states. The wave statistics of the harmonic simulation have improved since the
methods can compute many individual wave components so as to approach a continuous spectrum.

5.3 SUMMATION OF SINE WAVES
It is a long held view that the irregular nature of a wind driven gravity wave ocean surface elevation can be
approximated by the linear super-position of an infinite number of sinusoidal waves of Gaussian distributed
amplitude and random phase. Examples of four different spectral techniques are introduced above and one is
graphically represented in Figure 5.1. Of these SSW approaches the most convenient and computationally
efficient method of creating a real sea is to divide any specific seaway spectrum into harmonic components,
similar to those shown in Figure 5.1, but with equally spaced frequencies (Δƒ). he spectral ordinates specify
each wave frequency amplitude. A random phase is then applied and an Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT)
algorithm utilised to create an irregular time series based on the original spectral components. This method
also has the advantage that the spectral ordinates can be generated from the describing equations for standard
type spectra, such a Pierson-Moskowitz, Bretschneider of JONSWAP et al.
It should be noted that by this approach the individual wave period amplitudes are created from an average
spectrum, equivalent to a highly smoothed profile, as shown in Figure 5.1. This situation is somewhat unrealistic
as smooth spectral profiles do not really occur naturally in any ocean, or sea, basin. The method is still valid,
however, since analysis has shown the resulting wave amplitude distribution is still Gaussian and the wave
height Rayleigh, as shown in Figure 5.2. A variation of the approach to address this issue is to randomising the
harmonic components amplitude in addition to the phase. With most of the current wave generation software
this can only be achieved by inputting the individual wave harmonics manually, which can be time consuming.
The personnel effort requirement for both the creation of the irregular wave series and the associated test runs
required is exacerbated by the number of seaway variation required for the results to be statistically valid. In
wave energy device evaluation, the significance of the smoothed spectrum becomes a question of the variation
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between the average of the power conversion in all seas to the power conversion in the average sea. In the first
instance the wave spectrum is smoothed whist in the second case the power absorption is smoothed.

The influence on the irregular wave simulation of operating from a smoothed signal with harmonic components
becomes more significant in short crested seas in which energy spreading has to be incorporated. Once a wave
frequency has been appointed to a specific direction that same frequency cannot then be incorporated at other
spreading angles, which can occur in a real sea composed of more than one wave system.
Also, the smooth spectrum only applies to the command signal. Once the time series has passed through
the paddles and into the waves in the tank other simulation influences, detailed in MaRINET report
D2.12 Wave Simulation Methods;, contaminate water surface elevation such that harmonic analysis of
the measured waves would produce a more irregular variance plot. This de-smoothing applies even
when the acquired record matches the generation duration such that the analysis harmonics match the
generation wave frequencies to reduce the energy leakage between the spectral ordinate estimates
during the application of the FFT.

Figure 5.1; The constant energy method (non harmonic)

Figure 5.2; The Gaussian distribution of wave amplitude
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In harmonic simulation the duration of the unique time history (T) is a function of the selected frequency step,
although more commonly the length of the wave run is specified and the frequency step (Δƒ) accepted since it
results from the variables relationship (1/T).
Since the time series is constructed of specified harmonics the signal will repeat after the period of the lowest
frequency, thus introducing the unwelcome factor of periodicy into the experiments.

5.3.1 Periodicy
This parameter is a consequence of the harmonic FFT method whereby the unique section of the time series signal
repeats beyond the period of the longest wave. Any independent test run data acquisition, therefore, should be
curtailed beyond this period. With modern computational support this bogus parameter introduction into the
experimentation protocol can be overcome by specifying a reasonably long duration but the statistical variability of
the waves will always be questionable. Current computers can easily deal with the high number of wave harmonics
resulting from this extended time series requirement.
A beneficial consequence is that each unique section of a test run will also repeat the specified seaway spectrum
identically. This enables the experimental engineer to begin data acquisition from any point along the water surface
elevation signal time series when it is evident that dynamic stability of the waves has been achieved.

5.3.2 Seeding
The uniqueness of each time history signal produced by the IFFT is dependent on the initial random phase assigned
to the constituent harmonics. A different time series from the same spectrum can be created if the phase is changed.
This facility is often used in wave energy work to evaluate the device sensitivity in the time domain. Power take-off
control experiments may utilise this facility effectively, or indeed any of the probabilistic physical properties such as
mooring loads or wave overtopping trials can be investigated in more detail without the requirement for extended
test run durations.

5.3.3 Probabilistic FFT Method
If the Fourier Coefficient is the random factor, rather than just the phase as in the above method, the spectral
ordinates are non-deterministic. This means the statistical variability in the time domain should be more
commensurate with that of naturally occurring irregular waves (see Funke & Mansard).

5.4 WHITE NOISE
This method of creating a water surface elevation time history is not constrained by the requirement that the wave
components are harmonics of the primary wave. Purist will argue, therefore, that the time history generated by this
approach is more analogous to the real ocean surface and does not have the constraint of periodicy. However, as
stated above, the effects of this autonomy on the time series have been shown to be of less consequence than other
wave tank phenomenon which also affects the behaviour of models under investigation.
There are two components required for this method of wave simulation, a white noise generator, that is, a spectrum
with equally distributed power density across all frequencies (white noise) and (digital) filters assembled to
represent a target spectrum. The latter is applied to the white noise in the time domain to produce a unique time
series based on the reference spectrum but not restrained by the frequency step imposed in IFFT generation. The
time history will remain unique for as long as it is generated. Under analysis this method should produce a
continuous spectrum.
Because the water surface time series signal is infinitely unique the statistical properties of the waves are regarded
as more similar to those found in nature. This should mean the behaviour of the model under test should resemble
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the full scale device more accurately, especially in the extremes. However, this method will not allow different time
series of the same spectrum to be reviewed by seeding and the spectral ordinates will be approximations of the
target so also not repeatable for comparative experiments.
Two considerations when evaluating the filtered signal approach are:



Random generators are not really fully randomisers;
When digitally generated random numbers will sequentially repeat.

Some wave generation system manufactures have used these factors to develop white noise method based on
computer shift register which generated random numbers that do repeat every 2n-1 values such that short repletion
periods can be used to generate spectra that do not have to be statistically uncertain. Gaussian distribution of the
white noise is imposed to ensure a Rayleigh distribution on the generated wave heights, as shown in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3; The Rayleigh distribution of wave height

5.5 SUMMARY
A comparison of the main two seaway generation techniques is presented in the following table:
Simulation method
Generation domain
Unique time series
Signal periodicy
Gaussian amplitude
Rayleigh height
Spectral fidelity
Wave groups
Component waves
Spectrum
Spectral ordinates

SSW (IFFT)
frequency
1/Δƒ
yes
yes
yes
deterministic
approximate
harmonic
discrete
defined

White Noise
time
infinate
no
yes
yes
probabilistic
exact
non-harmonic
continuous
random
Table 5.1;
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
As specified in the introduction, the possible wave excitation combinations that a wave energy converter may be
exposed to, will be both varied and wide ranging. In most cases, therefore, it will not be possible, or practical, to
physically test a device in all the conditions it may eventually experience. This resource matching difficulty applies
particularly to scaled tank testing campaigns, were waves can be mechanically generated to whatever seaway
pattern is required. Here the decision is on which wave conditions to specify. If a particular deployment site is known
then specific sea states can be selected. However, these will not directly apply to any other site. Were sea trials are
being conducted at external centres, the prevailing waves must be accepted as they occur. This means alternative
site seaway conditions cannot be imposed, even if they are known. A comparison of a device performance between
different test centres would not be directly possible since each wave climate, including the generalised spectra
occurring at the centres, will probably be unique to that facility. However, this uncertainty can be addressed by the
techniques describe in this document.
To achieve harmonised and standardised testing regimes, across all scales, a combination of the wave simulation and
analysis techniques is required, as outlined throughout this document. Not only will such an approach enable wave
tank facilities conducting small (circa 1:50) and medium scale (circa 1:15) test campaigns to compare results but
external large (circa 1:4) and full scale sea trial centres can also be incorporated. Thus, throughout the whole
development of a WEC, as specified by the MaRINET structure progress path, shown in Figure 6.1, behaviour and
performance can be validated and previous stage design decisions verified.

Figure 6.1: A Staged Development Process for WECs

Secondary advantages of adopting this robust approach are:


Any device performance can be equitably compared, even when tested under different wave simulations;
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Results from facilities not engaged in the MaRINET consortium can be accounted for;
Mathematical models, predicting a device performance, can progressively be improved in details and
accuracy following the same guidelines and comparing numerical and physical results.

6.1 WAVE SIMULATION OPTIONS
During the concept and operation validation tests of Stage 1 monochromatic waves can be used as the driving forces
on the model. hese facilitate the experimental engineer’s understanding of the physics behind the device and how
the various adjustable parameters might be selected to optimise a device configuration. A limited number of
irregular seaways may also be utilised to assist in this process and verify the regular wave design conclusions.
Following the proving trials it is acceptable, and recommended, that during the performance and design evaluation
standard, identified seaway spectral profiles are used to produce the wave excitation forces. Near-shore wave
energy generation parks, suited for low draft, buoyant type devices, will ideally be located at open and exposed sites
with no immediate wave field modifying topographic features or complex bathymetry. Hence the two variable
Bretschneider equation can provide the 15 plus sea states recommended to complete an irregular wave test
programme. These can be supplemented by site specific wave conditions as the device development progresses.
When the external Stages of the device proving are undertaken, at both large and full scale, seaways must be
accepted and accommodated as they occur. However, sensible site selection can ensure that the natural conditions
at the site are not too dissimilar from final energy park deployment seas. Of particular importance is to ensure that
the local seas are to the correct scale and not radically different wave frequency combinations or multiple wave
system format.

6.2 OPTIMAL DEVELOPMENT PATH
An alternative, or preferably an addition, to the above approach can be considered if a developer has established a
position from which all the facilities that can be engaged to conduct the various Stages of device testing can be
specified before the embarkation on the technical journey. In such circumstances it is possible to be more specific
about the wave simulation regimes that could be used based on the later Stage test centre data. The difficulty of
achieving this starting point is often a financial one when developers are unsure of the funding options that will be
available to support the complete design process. Overcoming this barrier was one of the rationales behind the
MaRINET consortium which included test facilities across all the scale platforms.
A particular advantage in including the sea trial site wave data in a simulation testing will be that power take-off
control scenario can be tried and tested on the smaller size models prior to open water deployment. The difficulty in
using the test Centres as a basis for specifying the wave fields is that the large scale (1:4) and full scale wave regimes
will probably be different so the developer must choose which set of records to focus on.
To investigate the advantages that may be gained by operating in a defined group of test facilities a ROUND ROBIN
test programme was arranged and implemented. A brief of this programme is described in the Appendix of this
report.
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8 APPENDICES
8.1 ROUND ROBIN VERIFICATION PROGRAMME
To validate the basic device testing programme a series of inter-facility trials were conducted within the MaRINET
consortium. Due to practical and financial constraints only the partners with small and medium scale artificial wave
tank could be included in the programme. Those centres approached were:







HMRC~UCC; Ireland;
ECN; France;
Plymouth University; England, UK;
Strathclyde; Scotland, UK;
Edinburgh University/FloWave; Scotland, UK;
Aalborg University; Denmark.

In addition the full and large scale sea trial centres were consulted regarding the environmental conditions:







EMEC: Scotland, UK;
EVE/BIMEP, Basque Country, Spain;
WavEC/Wave Plug; Portugal;
SEAI; Galway Bay & AMETS, Ireland;
Aalborg University; Nissum Bredning & Hanstholm;
Exeter University; FaB & Wave Hub.

8.1.1 Test Programme
The test programme was specified to the participating partners in an internal report, The Inter Facility Testing of a
Standard Oscillating Water Column (OWC) Type Wave Energy Converter (WEC).
A summary of the specifications used to outline the test programme is as follows;









Each Centre was requested to operate independently to their established standard practices;
Each facility constructed an idealised model at an appropriate scale of a draft tube type floating oscillating
water column type wave energy converter, as shown in Figure 8.1;
The sea state range for the trials was fixed but not individual scatter diagram elements;
A standard spectral composition was requested;
The analysis method was open but the results format specified as;
o The motion RAOs;
o The device full power matrix;
The PTO simulator was specified;
The mass distribution of the model was specified;
Instrumentation was operator choice.

8.1.2 Test Results
Four of the facilities were able to complete a testing programme and analyse the results. This information has been
forwarded to HMRC-UCC, the Round Robin co-ordinator. A report will be up-loaded onto the MaRINET WEB site in
the near future.
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Figure 8.1: The MaRINET OWC Standard Test Model
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